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. what makes sound . set in an ex-industrial district in laredo, sound is a space that looks to display 
some of the best contemporary art to the texas-méxico border. sound has more than a thousand square 
feet of space that accommodates large scale installations in a wide range of media. sound serves as 
a backdrop to exhibit important work that goes far out of the box, and inspires experimentation which 
ultimately educates us. we seek emerging and established artists who present innovation .

. aka collective . the aka collective is composed of artists/educators residing in the laredo area. aka 
collective seeks to promote and provide cultural programming to middle-low-income, under-represented 
populations of laredo and the south texas area at large. the collective conducts its programming and 
functions out of sound alternative space for contemporary art.

through exhibitions, performances, screenings, lectures, youth outreach, and other forms of 
programming, the aka collective develops an ongoing dialogue with the city, state and the rest of the 
world, thus, making aka collective a cornerstone of culture and education in the laredo community.

2005 - 2008
Director, Sound Alternative Space for Contemporary Art, Laredo, Texas
Developed cultural programming for visual and performance art gallery. Curated shows for and with 
artists. Coordinated with staff the logistics for productions and day-to-day operations of gallery. Installed 
exhibits and design lighting according to type of show and artist instructions. Responsible for developing 
advertising campaigns for shows and performances. Secured funds for Non-profit gallery operations. 
Responsible for maintaining gallery Web site. Created content and graphics for Web site. Wrote and 
put out press releases for gallery events. Served as board member for Arts for Everyone, a non-profit 
organization which served as umbrella over AKA Collective, the programing committee for Sound. 
Successfully ran fine custom framing business.

Eduardo Xavier Garcia
eduardo@soundartspace.com
soundartspace.com
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. consequence . new works . jorge javier lopez . june 10 2005 .

. sound art space opens its doors to the public .

. jorge javier lopez . statement . consequence 2005 .

These works illustrate humanity and much more of the culture I have been raised with.  One is that there is always a 
consequence to the choices we make, and two that we have to live with it-weather the choices these characters made 

were right or wrong; that remains to be seen.  In the same way these drawings appear to be full of mistakes through their 
crude marks and lines that can’t be erased so does it create the true essence of human condition.  This recent work is very 

much attached to the psyche.  The dogs for example represent the conscience (guilt) that is something that continuously 
follows us around ...hence like a barking dog and sexuality becomes secondary as these characters struggle to complete 
themselves sometimes grinding their teeth with anxiety.  Their bodies with no dimension reflect and incomplete, unfulfilled 

part in all of us that is constantly reaching for comfort and security.

. consequence works exhibited at sound art space .



. autmus fest after happening . kill the lovers . october 8 2005 .

. experimental music by kill the lovers from san antonio .
. video by eduardo garcia .

sound art space

live electronica by

kill the lovers
san antonio texas

spinning vinyl

dj sputnik
san antonio texas

visuals by

intecuadro
laredo texas

sound art space

live electronica by

kill the lovers
san antonio texas

spinning vinyl

dj sputnik
san antonio texas

visuals by

intecuadro
laredo texas

invites you to unwind at our after autmus fest happening
all artists performing at autmus fest are invited

sound art space . 206 west ryan #b . laredo texas . www.soundartspace.com

must rsvp at: about@soundartspace.com
saturday october 8, midnight

c o n c e p t o

sponsored by:

invites you to unwind at our after autmus fest happening
all artists performing at autmus fest are invited

sound art space . 206 west ryan #b . laredo texas . www.soundartspace.com

must rsvp at: about@soundartspace.com
saturday october 8, midnight

c o n c e p t o

sponsored by:

c o n c e p t o

. kill the lovers at sound art space .



. verbum . new paintings . jerry cabrera . november 5 2005 .

. gallery view of verbum at sound art space .

. jerry cabrera . statement . verb paintings 2005 .

My interest in the spectacle of the bullfight is to extract beauty 
from a violent event.  Responding to motion and speed, these 
abstract paintings reference the bullfighter’s cape in color and 
painting process by repeating bands of blurred, bright color to 

mimic the rhythm of the cape.  This rhythm, in a horizontal field, 
is the result of repetitive motion to represent visual motion.  The 
natural tendency for the viewer to read from left to right places 
emphasis on the introduction and departure of the form on the 

picture plane.

The Verb paintings are intended to engage the viewer without 
the interruption of figures, or subjects.  Relying solely on the 

action, or verb, the paintings can create the narrative based on 
movement and beauty.



. slave to the rhythm . dj grial . november 19 2005 .

. sound alternative space for contemporary art presents grial from honduras . spinning exotic electro-lounge .

. sound experimental film festival 05 . december 10 2005 .

sound . experimental film festival

marcela moran
eduardo garcia
noe cuellar
vincent moreno
jorge lopez
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gil rocha
natasha spencer

saturday december 10, 6 pm - 12 am

live experimental sound perfomance . eduardo garcia

screening of experimental films . local . non-local artists

mixing experimental music . noe cuellar

sound . alternative space for contemporary art

presents itʼs first experimental film festival

p r o d u c t i o n s

1. Duel of the Idiots by Guillermo Moreno (4 min) Laredo
2. Pulse by Justin Boss and Sarah Boss (4:23 min) Portland
3. Breathing by Jesus Garcia-Ulysses Salinas -Yellow Card (3:36 min) Laredo
4. How’s it Hanging Hector Hernandez (1:08 min) Austin
5. Color Bars by Gil Rocha (1:25 min) Chicago
6. A La Lucha! By Reuben Njaa (7:11 min) Laredo
7. Archive by Charlie Cline (6 min) Ohio
8. From Ugly to Beauty and Back by Gil Rocha (2:06 min) Chicago
9. Plata no-Banana by Gil Rocha (44 sec.) Chicago
10. Chasing a Dream by Emmanuel Rodriguez (5 min) Laredo
11. LALA by Kim Garza Campbell (3 min) San Antonio
12. Mysteries of the Unanticipated by Charlie Cline (10 min) Ohio
13. Untitled #1 Nite Lite series by Marcela Moran (1:30 min) Nuevo Laredo, Mex
14. Untitled #2 Nite Lite Series by Marcela Moran (1:30 min) Nuevo Laredo, Mex

15. Globalization by Miguel Angel Omana (: 30 sec) Nuevo Laredo, Mex
16. Cat’s Paw by Richie Sherman (3.5 min) Penn State Univ.
17. =Boca by Eduardo Garcia (6 min) Laredo
18. The House She Flew in on by Natasha Spencer (2:48 min) VHS, Chicago
19. Ants/Ormigas by Gil Rocha (3:04 min) Chicago
20. A Video About Making A Video by Gil Rocha (2:20 min) Chicago
21. Crabmeatchicken by Noe Cuellar (2:50 min) Laredo
22. Obestiality by George Lopez (8 min) Laredo
23. Cruise Night by Vincent Moreno (4 min) Laredo
24. Klon by Eduardo Garcia (12 min.) Laredo
25. Somewhere by Natasha Spencer (2:49 min) VHS, Chicago
26. Demolition 7 by Richie Sherman (9 min) Penn State Univ.
27. Untitled by George Lopez (4 min) Laredo

sound alternative space for contem-
porary art presents its first experi-
mental film festival.  More than 20 

short experimental films and videos 
by local and non-local artists, includ-

ing professional and student work, 
will be screened.

A live sound performance at intermis-
sion will be performed by Eduardo 
X. Garcia, gallery director. To close 

out the festival, a mix of experimental 
music will be arranged and played by 

local artist Noe Cuellar.

. grial at sound art space .

. intermission . live experimental performance .



Sound alternative space for contemporary art opens up the 2006 year by presenting 
Structure:Assemblage Art by Fred Spaulding.  A ceramics professor at University of 
Texas Pan-American (UT-PanAm) in Edinburg, Texas, Fred brings to sound a unique 

and innovative approach to assemblage-installation art.

Fred Spaulding holds a BFA in ceramics from California State University, Long Beach 
and an MFA in ceramics from the University of Connecticut.  He has shown his work 

all over the U.S. including Chicago, Los Angeles, New Jersey, and internationally in 
Hungary, Mexico, Denmark to name a few.  He has exhibited his work both solo and 

in group-exhibitions, as well as participated in residencies in Denmark and Archie Bray 
Foundation for the Ceramic Arts in Montana. In 1992 Fred participated in the Summer 

Olympics in Barcelona, Spain, competing in the single canoe events.

. structure . assemblage - installation art . fred spaulding . february 11 2006 .

. fred spaulding . statement .  structure 2006

My work is a physical response to a culture characterized by a continuous flow 
of products and information.  Bits of information are gathered, packaged, and 

repackaged in an effort to understand and navigate an ever changing and highly 
complex perceptual field.  I collect imagery from urban environments, freeway 

travel, television and the Internet.  These images are converted to glaze by way 
of silk screening or custom ceramic decals and fired onto bricks, thus solidifying 

discrete sensory experiences into units of construction. Each brick functions as an 
individual autonomous object, which can also become part of a larger structure.  

When building I tend toward bundle-like packages connected with strapping akin 
to neural networks, or amorphous flows of material.

. gallery view of structure at sound art space .



. transient .paintings by julie shipp . april 8 2006 .

Sound alternative space for contemporary art presents new paintings 
by San Antonio -based artist, Julie Shipp.  Originally from Dallas, 
Texas, Julie Shipp brings to sound her Transient series paintings: 
large-scale abstract works dealing with the “fleeting moments of 

atmospheric phenomenon.”  

Shipp holds an MFA in Painting from the University of Texas at San 
Antonio, a BFA in Drawing and Painting as well as a BFA in Art History 

from the University of North Texas. She directed the UTSA Satellite 
Space Gallery in San Antonio from 2004-2005 and most recently was 

curator of “Blurring the Line” which featured abstract paintings from 
six artists in different regions of Texas. Shipp has also been featured 
in recent exhibitions such as Homage: Women in Art in Fort Worth, 

TX, Gradient at Radius in San Antonio, and Wish 2006 at the Dallas 
Center for Contemporary Art. She will exhibit at Joan Grona Gallery in 

San Antonio in 2006. 

. julie shipp  . statement . transient 2006 .

My paintings are mild-to large-scale fields of color and light with an emphasis on the atmospheric effects.  I believe color 
to be a fundamental element in my work and that it is the most purified form of beauty.  Layers of color create the illusion 

of depth due to the rather than lying flat on the surface. It is my primary goal to communicate a sense of spirituality in 
a visual language omitting obvious figurative or narrative elements.  Representational references may surface, such as 

landscape formations, but the underlying idea is to represent the ideas of phenomenon and sublime in paint.

In evaluating my work, I can only deem a work finished if I can stand before it and believe the color has turned into 
a “place.” I do not like to see marks that are overtly gestural, but my paintings are made up of layers of marks that 

are blended and layered until the discordant marks unify to be a thicker, dimensional field of color. More importantly 
in my work, is the overwhelming sense of spirituality or a supernatural presence to me that cannot happen in purely 

representational or figurative painting.  I want to be able to look at art that invokes a thought, idea, or impression by only 
using a visual language.

. gallery view of transient at sound art space .



. casa del migrante . documentary by marcela moran . may 20 2006 .

sound alternative space for contemporary art presents the award winning short documentary Casa del Migrante. The short is 
Marcela Morans’ most recent film. The documentary includes first-hand accounts of the migrants’ plights as they travel to the 

US-México border and was shot entirely in Nuevo Laredo, Tamaulipas, México.

Casa del Migrante, received the “Best Documentary” Award at the New York City Downtown Short Film Festival, and was 
screened at the Cine Las Americas International Film Festival in Austin and Harlem International Film Festival as well.

‘Casa del Migrante’ is a short documentary dealing 
with human rights violations toward Central American 
Migrants traveling through Mexico. At “Casa del Migrante 
Nazareth”, a migrant shelter in the border town of Nuevo 
Laredo, Tamaulipas, Mexico, we hear first hand account 
of the migrant’s plight. It is through interviews that we 
learn about the migrants’ travels to the border of U.S.-
México, their encounters with Mexican authorities, and 
their hopes and dreams for a future in the United States. 
Central American migrants report of being in constant 
danger; many report abuses committed by Mexican 
authorities during their journey. This short was shot 
entirely in Nuevo Laredo, Tamaulipas Mexico, the Mexican 
border city that has recently fallen victim to a surge of 
drug related violent crimes.

Marcela teaches Photography and Video Production at Texas A&M International University located on the U.S.-Mexico 
border in Laredo, Texas. She is also Associate Director of Sound, an alternative space for contemporary art (www.
soundartspace.com). Her previous shorts include the award winning “Judith’s Kitchen” (Women in the Director’s Chair 
International Film Festival, Madcat Women’s International Film Festival) which was also shot on location in the Texas/Mexico 
border. Marcela holds a B.S. in Radio/TV/Film from the University of Texas at Austin, and an MFA-Film from Ohio University. 
She was born in Laredo Texas, and currently commutes on a daily basis from Nuevo Laredo, Mexico where she resides to 
Laredo, Texas where she teaches.

. above: stills of casa del migrante . below: discussion with director marcela moran at sound art space .



. pathways . dionicio alejandro chapa . july 29 2006 .

sound alternative space for contemporary art presents new works by 
Austin -based artist, Dionicio Alejandro Chapa.  Originally from Laredo, 

Texas, Alejandro brings to sound “Pathways,” a new series of works.

Alejandro studied Mesoamerican art thru modern art history at 
Southwest Texas State at San Marcos.  He has exhibited in galleries in 

los dos Laredos, Austin, and Monterrey, Nuevo Leon, Mexico.

. dionicio alejandro chapa . statement . pathways 2006

These particular pieces originated as an attempt to maximize my limited resources and materials; they follow no subjective 
idea or philosophy, just a flow of erratic creativity.  Mostly, the series represents objective experimentation, utilizing the 

materials for their formal qualities, such as a thick texture provided by adding a layer of woodchips to a painting or aesthetic 
visual effects of erosion on certain wooden frames.  Painting over older, less personally appealing works also provided a 

foundation for other directions or techniques (path-ways), for example, covering any particular area of the foreground with a 
light coat of a certain color and using it as a background. Also no gesso was used to prime any of the “wrinkled” canvases, 

adding to their pliability.  I painted both sides of each canvas with colorful designs in order to convolute, folding one side 
inwards to expose the opposite side, an already fractal-like landscape.

. gallery view of pathways at sound art space .



. spin an evening with... am architect . september 30 2006 .

‘spin an evening with’ is a new live music series created for and by sound 
art space.  the purpose of the series is to introduce  new genres (and new 
possibilities) of music to Laredo and introduce new audiences to emerging 
and innovative musical artists.  integral to this purpose is the exploration of 

new techniques of music performance, the utilizing of new instrumental and/or 
vocal techniques, and the employment of other non-musical elements.  spin an 
evening with is looking for innovation in musical styles, unconventional mixtures 
of instruments and genres, and unique educational opportunities for both artists 

and audiences. to this end, we ask artists to approach the event with a full 
embrace of community and space.  

community
we encourage artists to interact with their audience.  we ask that artists be open 

to a question and answer period with their audience and develop a genuine 
dialogue regarding the artists’ and audience’s thoughts on music and its all-

encompassing nature.  further, we encourage the artists to discuss their music, 
backgrounds, influences, methodologies, and everything else they wish to share.  

in essence, we are asking the artists to become teachers as well as pupils.  

space
sound allows the artist to utilize the space in whatever form they wish to occupy 

it.  we encourage the artists to include installation, performance, minimalism, etc. 
to better present and represent themselves to a new audience. 

spin an evening with, therefore, is calm, fun, and educational evening for 
performers and their audiences.

. am architect at sound art space .

. sound fund raiser . maneja beto . october 7 2006 .



. it’s like that’s all we got to look forward to these days! . adam parker smith . october 14 2006 .

sound alternative space for contemporary art presents work by New York 
City -based artist, Adam Parker Smith.  Originally from Philadelphia, PA, 
Adam brings to sound his installation “It’s Like That’s All We Got to Look 

Forward to These Days”: an installation that includes large-scale wall 
drawings, textiles (dolls) and paintings dealing with interaction, insecurities, 

and self-awareness.

Adam holds an MFA in Painting from the Tyler School of Art at Temple 
University and a BA in Painting from the University of California at Santa 

Cruz. He has also studied abroad in Rome and in England.  He is the 
recipient of numerous awards and has participated in important group 

and solo exhibitions. Adam has recently been featured in exhibitions at the 
Painted Bride Art Center, Philadelphia, PA,  the Peng Gallery, Philadelphia, 

PA, and at the Delaware Center for the Contemporary Arts, Wilmington, DE.

adam parker smith . statement . 2006 .

These are my dolls. But they can’t be called dolls. And they refuse to jump 
_through hoops; they’ll never be that accommodating. They have gone 
_places-Niagara Falls, the Redwood Forest; they have gone to Venice 

and Rome. _One was arrested for indecent exposure at the Vatican. 
They do not have _names because they aren’t people, through nor 

are they characters. And there isn’t a parallel world in which they exist, 
though at times it may seem that _way. They absorb what is found in the 

environment. Relationships, jokes, _behaviors. They are standing in the 
gallery, looking at art, but they aren’t _really looking. They are showing their 
pubic hair, nipples, _translucent skin; they are gazing with raised eyebrows 

and lowered lips, _distant, sometimes with a hint of warmth to come 
through their poker faces. _Yarn and Nylon are grotesque, perhaps more so 

then actual nakedness. The _question becomes whether it’s the familiar or 
unfamiliar that is the source _of discomfort.

. adam parker smiths installation at sound art space  .



. sound experimental film fest 06 . december 16 2006 .

sound alternative space for contemporary art presents its 2nd 
annual experimental film festival (SEFF06). short experimental 

films and videos by local, national and international artists will be 
screened. works vary in theme and style but ultimately all have 
experimental elements in them. screening will be experimental 
narratives, experimental non-narratives, animation and music 
videos. two films will be recognized: best of show & audience 

choice the first sound experimental film festival held in december 
2005 was a great success. films and videos were screened to 

a delighted and responsive audience. the 2nd annual sound 
experimental film festival is expected to be even bigger and better.

. the following are the films that screened and directors for SEFF06 . 

Perception ’71, Jeffrey Castillo (Laredo, TX)
Sueño Postal, Marco Polo Fonseca (Nuevo Laredo, Tamps. Mexico)

In My Mind, Ana Solis (Laredo, TX)
Suburban Fantasies, Ross Morin (Athens, OH)

The Hunting, Daniel Barron Salazar (Nuevo Laredo, Tamps. Mexico)
Eniacoc and El Castigo, Dylan Altman (San Antonio, TX)

E-Zone, Juan Cordova (Laredo, TX)
Grasp Hand & Walking Method, Murray & Megan McMillan (St. Louis, MO)

Mankind’s Odyssey, Vincent Moreno (Laredo, TX)
OAMP, Alex Rodriguez (Laredo, TX)

Room 101, Takuro Masuda (Atlanta, GA)
Untitled Plastic, Andres Santos (Laredo, TX)

Floods, Ghosts & Contamination, Mark & Katherine Izaguirre (Houston, TX)
My Idea and Cats During War, Gil Rocha (Laredo, TX)
Shadows of the Mind, Tommy Manrique (Laredo, TX)

Eugene and Me, Winston- William Calloway (Austin, TX)
Illuminated, Alejandra Villarreal (Laredo, TX)

Pandora’s Bike, Potter Belmar Labs (San Antonio, TX)
Q&A, Charles (Laredo, TX)

El Otro Lado, Ann Wallace (San Antonio, TX)
Sangre Sin Razon, David Crawford (Laredo, TX)

A Shift in Perception, Dan Monceaux (Adelaide, South Australia)
Second Hand Pepe,  Vanessa Bertozzi and Hana Shell (Cambridge, MA)

Tick, Jesus Garcia & Ulysses Salinas (Laredo, TX)
Rain Bow, Rudy Zuñiga (Laredo, TX)

best of show & audience choice awards went to “a shift 
in perception” by dan monceaux from adelaide, australia

. stills from films screened at sound eff06  .



. bruc fugue . megan and murray mcmillan . january 6 2007 .

Bruc Fugue
A dissociative fugue is a rare condition in which a person suddenly, 
without planning or warning, travels far from home or work and 
leaves behind a past life. In music, a fugue is a contrapuntal form in 
which a subject theme ('part' or 'voice') is introduced and then 
extended and developed through some number of successive imitations. 

sound alternative space for contemporary art

sound alternative space for contemporary art opens up the 
new year with a great show, Megan and Murray McMillan’s 

“Bruc Fugue.” the opening takes place on Saturday 
January 6, from 7-10 pm, and runs thru jan 31. a video-
sound installation and performance with a live chorale is 
planned for the opening. also at the laredo center for the 
arts, laredo art league gallery, a collection of “bruc fugue” 
models will be on display in conjunction with the show at 

sound. both are sure to be great exhibits to view.

Megan and Murray McMillan collaborate to create videos 
and installations that blend sculpture and performance. 
Each work contains fabricated structures, lighting and 

costumed performers that are designed with both 
highly crafted elements such as walls engineered to 

move, and spontaneous elements such as unrehearsed 
choreography. The aim is to make a visual sentence: 

one poetic idea with a beginning, middle and end. Not 
interested in any explanation of origin or conclusion, they 

attempt to encapsulate a mood or an atmosphere that 
hints at psychological relationships that are sometimes 

universal, but often are more personal in nature. 

Megan and Murray are video installation artists, who 
have recently had solo exhibitions at the Upfront Gallery 

(2006, Ventura, California), Purdue University (2005, West 
Lafayette, Indiana) and have represented America at the 

Bolivian Biannual (2005, La Paz, Bolivia). Additionally, 
they have just completed filming a project in Spain (June, 
2006), where they were awarded a stipend to be artists-

in-residence. For additional information please see our 
website, www.meganandmurraymcmillan.com. 

. megan and murray mcmillan . statement . bruc fugue 2007 . 
Bruc Fugue is an audio and video installation that plays on the idea of a fugue, which is has two disparate meanings, both 

psychological and musical. A dissociative fugue is a rare condition in which a person suddenly, without planning or warning, 
travels far from home or work and leaves behind a past life. In music, a fugue is a contrapuntal form in which a subject theme 

(‘part’ or ‘voice’) is introduced and then extended and developed through some number of successive imitations.

. bruc fugue at sound  .



Potter-Belmar Labs + IMPROVISED CINEMA 
This evening, we will be asking the audience to supply us with “intertitles,” --you know, like the 
framed words in old silent films--bits of dialog, stage direction, description of action, aroused 
superstitions, points of fact, what-have-you.  Collected and stirred up with a little Potter-Belmar 
magic, these intertitles will contribute to the formation of 
some grand, and mysterious, cinematic tale, cooked-up on-the-
spot!  Modern day alchemy, using early-21st Century technology as 
a crucible, presented in moving image and spectrasonic sound! 
We are Leslie and Jason, and we mix audio and video live to 
create Improvised Cinema, an experimental and experiential 
art form--”story-telling of the future,” as DJ Spooky, a.k.a. that 
Subliminal Kid, once called it. Some of our material is sampled 
and some original.  Some is pre-composed, and some media is made up as we go along.  It’s 
a little bit like DJing, VJing, jazz, playing the dada game of exquisite corpse, expanded cinema, 
composition, conducting, and all that stuff mixed together. More information about PBL and events at 

www.potterbelmar.org

AKA Collective presents “IMPROVISED CINEMA,” an audio-video live performance presentation by San Antonio 
based Potter-Belmar Labs. The show takes place on Saturday, April 21, from 8-10 p.m.  This will be a one-night-

one-time only performance.

Potter-Belmar Labs (PBL) is Leslie Raymond 
and Jason Jay Stevens, collaborating artists 

since 1999, their internationally exhibited work 
spans a variety of media including interactive 

sculpture, installation, single-channel video, and 
performance.  They have won top prize in three 
performance competitions, including the Unreal 

Tournament at the University of Tennessee in 
Knoxville, and most recently won first prize for 
installation video at Orilla#06 at the Museo de 
Arte Contemporáneo in Santa Fe, Argentina.

When they perform together as Potter-Belmar Labs, they are conductors of cinema, live-mixing audio and video, 
weaving sampled media and original work, cut-up and stitched back together, on the fly.  Mark Wojahn, of City Club 

Cinema in Minneapolis says that PBL “blows away your expectations on new media,” and San Antonio Current 
editor Elaine Wolff wrote that “the duo has shredded the contemporary video-art envelope beyond recognition.”

. potter-belmar labs at sound  .

. improvised cinema . potter-belmar labs . april 21 2007 .



. spin an evening with... . eliot lipp - dark party - theory of everything . may 25 2007 .

AKA Collective and sound art space bring you another installment of “Spin an Evening With.”

‘spin an evening with’ is an effort to 
create atmosphere; to envelope a space 

with creativity and progressive thought 
in art, politics, and culture; to infuse the 
air we breathe in a particular space with 
the beats and rhythms of cross-cultural 

explosions.

This time around, you are invited to an 
evening of electronic soundscapes and 

ethereal movement. Spin an evening 
with... Eliot Lipp, Dark Party, and Theory 

of Everything. 

For the first time in Laredo, Hefty Records 
recording artist, Eliot Lipp, presents his 

breakbeat electronic moods and emotive 
aural textures. His bio states that “Eliot has created an impeccable beat record that also serves as 

an autobiographical chronicle of love, longing and a soulful testament to the love for his hometown.”

His new album, Tacoma Mockingbird has debuted to critical acclaim garnering 4 stars from 
allmusic.com. The UK’s Clash Magazine writes, “’Tacoma Mockingbird is one of the most promising 

instrumental hip-hop debuts of 2006...Eliot Lipp could be a big star in the years to come.” 

Eliot will also be performing with Leo 123 to form Dark Party. Opening the evening will be San 
Antonio’s Theory of Everything (Ernest Gonzales). Gonzales, a producer, DJ, and graphic artist, 

is instrumental in the music scene in South Texas. The Exponential Records Web site states that 
Gonzales, “created the Exponential label in 2000 as a vehicle for his far-flung creative concepts.”

‘spin an evenig with’ is an effort to create 
atmosphere;  to envelope a space with 
creativity and progressive thought in art, 
politics, and culture; to infuse the air we 
breathe in a particular space with the 
beats and rythms of cross-cultural 
explosions.  
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spin an evening with...
sound art space presents

eliot lipp,  dark horse, theory of everyhingeliot lipp,  dark horse, theory of everyhing

friday, may 25, 2006
sound art space

sound art space • 206 w. ryan #b
laredo, texas 78041

for more information:
www.soundartspace.com

with
eliot lipp

dark horse, theory of everyhing

hefty records recording artist

spin an evening with...
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. spin an evening with... at sound .



AKA Collective and Sound Alternative Space 
for Contemporary Art present “614 Mauser 

Lane,” an installation by Gil Rocha. Rocha is 
a Laredo native currently living and practicing 

his art locally. He obtained his BFA from the 
University of Texas at San Antonio and most 
recently his MFA from The School at the Art 

Institute of Chicago.

Gil Rocha has exhibited nationally and 
internationally. His most recent exhibits were 

at the Wichita Falls Museum of Art and at the 
El Paso Museum of Art. He has been teaching 

at the grade school level with the local art 
districts in Laredo and also been teaching 
some courses as adjunct faculty at Texas 

A&M International University.

. 614 mauser . gil rocha . july 13 2007 .

“614 Mauser Lane”

614 Mauser Lane is a site-specific art installation at Sound Alternative Space for Contemporary Art. The installation is 
composed of every two and three-dimensional object that forms part of the artist’s home walls. Objects include paintings, 

photographs, calendars, mirrors, light switches and religious items amongst many other things. The installation also includes 
a combination of scents used around the artist’s home and sounds recorded when everything in the house is off and no one 

is present. 

. gil rocha . statement . 2007 .
“614 Mauser Lane” is an attempt to defuse individuality within a given space that is in constant rupture due to influences of 

aesthetic values, necessity, and comfort.

. 614 mauser at sound  .



Sound Art will be holding a screening as part of the 
Hecho en Encinal Grassroots Films. The screening at 
Sound will take place on Saturday, August 18th at 8 

pm. All the screenings are sure to be very interesting. 
See below for further information on the Grassroots 

Films event.

Part of the Rural Filmmaker’s Exchange, this film 
series presents documentary films from Eastern 

Kentucky and South Texas that explore issues facing 
rural communities today. The Rural Filmmaker’s 
Exchange includes filmmakers from Appalshop 

visiting South Texas and providing an intensive video 
workshop for youth this August and South Texans visiting Appalshop in 2008. Videos created by youth of La Salle and Webb 

Counties will be screened as part of the Grassroots Film Series.

Holler to the Hood is a multi-media human rights project designed to foster collaboration and communication between 
urban and rural communities. The project was initiated by Appalshop artists in response to the growing prison boom in the 

economically distressed central Appalachian coalfields. A discussion following the screening will focus on prison policy issues 
and their effect on rural communities.

Appalshop began in 1969 as an economic development project of the War on Poverty. Over the ensuing thirty-six years 
Appalshop has grown into a nationally recognized media center working in film, video, recordings, literature, theater, 

presentation of live performance, and radio.

Hecho en Encinal provides arts, cultural and educational programs in rural South Texas. Based in Encinal, Texas the non-
profit organization provides access to materials, to dialogue, and to the kinds of performers and exhibits that rarely stray from 
urban orbits. In 2008, Hecho en Encinal will add a new program, Media del Monte, an intensive youth media project to teach 

teenagers how to produce and edit their own videos.

Thank you to our sponsors and funders!
Alice Kleberg Reynolds Meyer Foundation, Humanities, Texas, a state partner of the National Endowment for the Humanities, 

Laredo Area Community Foundation, National Endowment for the Arts, Texas Commission on the Arts, United Way of Laredo, 
Dr. Sean Chadwell, Kirk Kelley

Saturday, August 18, 2007
Sound Art Space

206 W. Ryan St. #B
Laredo, Texas

. grassroots films . presented by hecho en encinal . august 18 2007 .

Friday, August 17, 2007
Alexander Memorial Library

201 South Center Street
Cotulla, Texas

Saturday, August 18, 2007
County park in Encinal

Corner of Nopal and Alpine
Encinal, Texas

. grassroots films discussion at sound  .



“Spin an evening with” is a live music series created 
for and by Sound Art Space.  The purpose of 

the series is to introduce new genres (and new 
possibilities) of music to Laredo and introduce new 

audiences to emerging and innovative musical 
artists.  Integral to this purpose is the exploration of 
new techniques of music performance, the utilizing 
of new instrumental and/or vocal techniques, and 

the employment of other non-musical elements.  
“Spin an evening with” presents innovation 

in musical styles; unconventional mixtures of 
instruments and genres, and unique educational 

opportunities for both artists and audiences.

For this episode of spin an evening with… we invite 
you to come and move your body with the sounds 

of Nuevo Laredo’s, Umano.  A band that has been playing gigs up and down the Rio Grande valley, and keeps introducing 
a fresh new sound to both sides of the border.  We at sound felt that these talented musicians represent what we seek for in 

the spin an evening with… series.  We invite you to come and be wowed once again at sound by local beats being produced 
right here in our hometown.  Hands down, the best live act on both sides of the border, Umano will make you move!

Umano statement:
In the year 2003 this band is born.  Formed by six “neolaredense” musicians with their sights to fuse rock with latin rhythms, 

all have been members of bands that have disappeared in the city that was… Playing in different venues, from the bars to 
cultural events, Umano is preparing to launch its first debut album with which they hope to unleash their sound beyond this 

violent border.

. spin an evening with... umano . october 13 2007 .

spin an evening with...

UMANO
AKA Collective and Sound Art Space present

also, old school playlist by

pepe

formada por 6 músicos neolaredenses con el fin de 
fusionar el rock con ritmos latinos, todos miembros 
de bandas desaparecidas de esta violenta frontera.

sat oct 13 at 9 pm
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Come and join us for a very special Halloween scary treat! 
Masked wrestling champion and occasional crime fighter El 

Santo once again saves Mexico from the ravages of undying 
monsters in this blend of grappling and horror. El Santo is 
challenged to a match by fellow wrestler El Angel Blanco, 

and while the great fighter is busy in the ring, two legendary 
monsters -- the vampire Dracula and a werewolf named Rufus 

Rex are brought back to life by his enemies. As the monsters 
roam free and threaten the life of El Santo’s closest friends, he 

teams up with fellow wrestling icon Blue Demon to vanquish the 
creatures once and for all.

. cinema cafe - santo y blue demon contra dracula y el hombre lobo (1971) . october 30 2007 .

. Ha__&__lF at centro cultural  .

AKA Collective and Sound Alternative Space for Contemporary Art present “HA _ _ 
& _ _LF” (Half & Half). The exhibit is being curated by artist Gil Rocha. It will include 
works in a variety of mediums by recent graduate students from the School of the 
Art Institute of Chicago as well as artists from the central-south Texas region.  The 
Artwork will be displayed at two venues: Sound Art Space for Contemporary Art in 

Laredo and the Centro Cultural Nuevo Laredo in Nuevo Laredo, Tamaulipas, México. 

Curatorial Statement – Gil Rocha 2007

H A_ _ & _ _L F is an art exhibition that will serve as a platform for thirteen artists to 
interpret and examine “half.” As curator, I intend to bring these artists works into an 
exhibition where the viewer will only get to see half of the entire show at once. The 
works in exhibit will be in constant change. One day an artwork may be in one wall 

the next day the work may be in a different wall or a different space. The purpose is 
for the viewer to never assume he has completely seen the exhibition. The idea is to 

become aware that half has the potential to look full, but in reality we have no idea 
what full looks or feels like.

The exhibition will showcase a variety of media in regards, but not limited to the following topics: the self, the viewer, 
relationships, art, demographics, race, gender, religion, language, and politics. As artists we communicate, question, and are 

in constant struggle to understand ourselves by reacting with and to the world that surrounds us.

. Ha__ & __lF . november 3 - december 15 2007 .
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sound alternative space for contemporary art presents its 3rd 
annual experimental film festival (SEFF07). short experimental 

films and videos by local, national and international artists will be 
screened. works vary in theme and style but ultimately all have 
experimental elements in them. screening will be experimental 
narratives, experimental non-narratives, animation and music 
videos. two films will be recognized: best of show & audience 

choice
sound experimental film festival held in previous years have 

been very successful in screening a variety of forms of 
experimentation in film media.  This year we have guest jurors 
from Australia, Dan Monceaux and Emma Sterling, creators of 

the short film “A Shift in Perception,” awarded last years’ Best of 
Show and Audience Choice awards. 

the event is free and open to the public, but donations are 
greatly appreciated and encouraged to keep the programming 

we do at sound going.  

. sound experimental film festival 07 . december 7 2007 .

. stills from seff07 .

EXPERIMENTAL FILM FESTIVAL
sound art space  ●  laredo, tx

2007

The following are the films screening and directors for SEFF07 (In no particular order): 

Ashley J. Pigford (Newark , DE)
Chales D. Cline (Grand Rapids, MI)

Dark Foterek (Berlin, Germany)
Keneth Reed (Chicago, IL)

Noe Cuellar (Chicago, IL)
 Richie Sherman (University Park, PA)
Dennis M. Iannuzzi (Philadelphia, PA)

John Macdonnell (Bedford, NH)
Carol LaFayette (Bryan,  TX)

Sean Hovendick (Syracuse, NY)
Eduardo F. Castillo (Mexico, D.F., Mex.)
Jonathan D. Tulloch (Kansas City, MO)

Courtney Gram (Buffalo, NY)
Jeremy S. Moss (Athens, OH)

Bogdan George Apetri (New York, NY)
Vincent Moreno (Laredo, TX)



Join Australian filmmaker-artists Dan Monceaux and Emma Sterling 
for a three hour incubator workshop on the art of the music video. 

Participants are encouraged to bring works-in-progress, completed 
works and music tracks along, as the group analyses and deconstructs 

selected existing works and brainstorms new fusions of music and 
image. Smashing through the boundaries of conventional MTV ‘promo’ 
forumalae, this workshop will encourage experimentation and open up 

the limitless possibilities of the form. Featuring examples from the artists’ 
Supermarket project, there will be a focus on electronic and experimental 

music, with free follow-up production support.

About the Artists -

Dan Monceaux - Founder of Danimations, Dan Monceaux is a freelance 
artist who at the age of 26 has worked in a broad range of media. 

He brings to his work strong experience as commercial and artistic 
photographer, illustrator, writer, composer and even actor. He enjoys 

seeking out and crafting pieces grounded in reality as much as he does 
exploring the formal relationships of sound and moving image.

Emma Sterling - Emma Sterling is an accomplished artist, photographer, 
editor and experimental and documentary filmmaker. Her dedication 
to learning her craft has taken her through an Advanced Diploma of 
Visual Arts (North Adelaide School of Art), a Bachelor of Visual Arts 

(Photography), University of South Australia, and capped it off with a 
Masters in Media Arts & Production (Film & Video) from the University of 

Technology, Sydney.

. screening: a shift in perception - music video workshop . december 9 2007 .

Come for a very special screening of the 16 
minute experimental documentary short ‘A Shift in 
Perception,’ shot entirely on Super8 film. The film 
has recently completed a successful international 
film festival and gallery circuit, including 
screenings in over thirty countries. The film has 
won awards in Australia, USA, UK, France, 
Mexico and Canada (including four for ‘Best 
Film’). Last year the film won “Best of Show” and 
“Audience Choice Award,” at SEFF06.

Witness the world premiere tour of the experimental audio-visual experience, 
‘Supermarket’. Produced and performed by Australian artist duo Dan Monceaux 

and Emma Sterling, (SEFF06 Best of Fest and Audience Award winners) abstract, 
animated and sampled imagery are the Supermarket fare, tighly edited to a score 

of original electronic music. Part performed with improvised elements of sound 
and vision, the shows includes footage shot and gathered on four continents, 

and glides from dub through to dancehall, breaks and drum and bass. The 
performance is preceded by a short selection of their previous works, ranging from 

experimental documentary to animations and music video.

Supermarket Artists’ Statement:

For the past two years we have been developing a body of work to present in a new media format- a performed balance of 
original electronic music and projected experimental imagery. From Super8 abstractions to video-sampled mash-up fronted 

by a keyboard player and a VJ, Supermarket will be sharing its debut hybrid new-media performances with select gallery 
shows in the USA and Canada in November and December, 2007. We are both the creators and performers of the work, 

which was finally brought to light after a one month artists’ residency at Squeaky Wheel Media Arts Centre in Buffalo NY, USA.

. supermarket - a performance . december 14 2007 .

. still from a shift in perception .



sound art space and aka collective present, “ay, my heart!” ay, my 
heart is insight. it tells of loves long lost, of hypocritical musings, 

of real anguish and of a thousand other feelings and emotions the 
human heart encounters. it tells us what we feel and how much 

we feel it. in a culturally abrasive manner, we tend to forget that a 
man hurts as much as a woman. and we mock it when he does. 

“ay, my heart!”

through a variety of works, the members of aka collective remind 
everyone of that most emotional time for all of us... heartbreak. ay, 
my heart gives you insight into who we are as artists. ay, my heart 

gives us insight into who we are as humans.

exhibiting will be:

eduardo xavier garcia
eduardo was born in chicago, and grew up in nuevo laredo, 

méxico & laredo, texas. he studied studio art at ut austin, and 
currently works as a graphics designer and runs a custom framing 

shop at sound. he likes and enjoys the company of his friends, 
although he has only a few

jorge lopez
bio coming soon

alex rodriguez
alex rodriguez was born and raised in laredo, tx, educated in 

austin, tx, and lives in the internet. he loves to bask in the warm 
glow of his computer and bitch about politics in the world. he 

currently resides at www.horchatadesign.com where he gripes, 
designs and, on occasion, sells some stuff

gil rocha
gil rocha was born in laredo texas on the 8th of july in 1977. he 

has a bachelors of fine arts from the university of texas at san 
antonio and a masters of fine arts from the school of the art 

institute of chicago. rocha teaches art as an adjunct faculty for 
texas a & m international university and works full time as an 

artist. he enjoys meditating, but usually ends up falling asleep

ramon villareal
ramon was born in mcallen, texas, but grew up in tamaulipas, 
mexico. he considers himself as el ‘hijo de rio bravo,’ a son of 

the river that divides where he was born and where he spent his 
formative years. he grew up in the town of rio bravo, tamaulipas; 
started college in reynosa; finished in monterrey; and he’s lived in 
various border cities, both on the u.s. and mexico sides, since he 

graduated.

. ay, my heart! . february 14 2008 .



AutMus Fest, 10/08/2005
Co-founder and producer of the TAMIU Alumni Associations AutMus Fest (Autumn Music 

Festival).  Headed the entertainment and advertising committees for 2005.  Developed the 
marketing and public relations campaign for the festival.  Created a lineup of 14 international 

musical acts.  Contracted San Antonio production firm for the installation of the two 
main stages, complete with lighting, audio and backline for performances.  Worked with 

production firm and University facilities department to develop a logistical plan for the flow of 
events throughout the day.

. co-producer and founder of international music festival .
. event serves to raise funds for general scholarships for TAMIU students .

. headed entertainment and advertising committees .
. managed entertainment budget of $40,000 .

. managed advertising budget of $15,000 .
. attended by over 5,000 people on its first year .

. raised over $25,000 on its first year .







Mariachi Vargas de Tecalitlán Concert, 04/24/2004
Successfully led marketing and public relations campaign announcing Mexico’s 

Mariachi Vargas de Tecalitlán’s 2004 concert at the Laredo Entertainment Center.  
Designed 30’ x 60’ stage set for the concert, including lighting design, video backdrop 

and stage props.  Produced a one hour video which played as backdrop during the 
performance. The event served as scholarship fund-raiser for fine arts students at 

Texas A&M International University.

. advertising manager for event .
. managed advertising budget of $15,000 .

. event raised funds for fine arts scholarships at TAMIU (over $50,000) .
. attended by over 5,000 people on its second year .






